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As with every month, we are cover what's new with Mis-
fit Studios, this month’s new products, and details on our 
August 2017 promotion. Read on for details!

What's Going On 
with Misfit Studios

The Christmas in July sale went well, so we’re pushing 
forward with more Savage Worlds content in the form of 
small PDFs. Look for more in August and September!

Newsletter
You may have received this newsletter 
because you have set your OneBookShelf 
account settings to allow emails from pub-
lishers. If you do not wish to do so, you must 
change this setting in your account.

Misfit Studios in Print

Misfit Studios offers a variety of top quality print prod-
ucts through Lulu. You can also download our most recent 
catalog of print products here.

Misfit Studios' New 
Releases -- Game Products

Here is what Misfit Studios released in June of 2017.

http://www.misfit-studios.com
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Misfit-Studios/41768560942
https://twitter.com/StevenTrustrum
https://plus.google.com/communities/117116792335504371373
http://www.lulu.com/spotlight/misfitstudios
http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads/Misfit-Studios-Print-Catalog.pdf
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Earl Geier Presents: Spell Arc

Stock #: MIS9374

This stock art piece from Earl Geier depicts a helmed mage conjuring an imposing Spell 
Arc reaching from one hand to the next. Just what manner of spell is being evoked and 
who is its target?

The image is 7.25 x 11” in dimension.

This purchase includes a JPG and a TIFF version at 300 dpi, along with an EPS vector 
version.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

.Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Christina Stiles Presents: Seasoned Axeman 
by Jacob Blackmon

Stock #: MIS9375

This image by Jacob Blackmon is released under the Christina Stiles Presents line of 
stock art. It depicts a rugged, battle worn and Seasoned Axeman. Is he just returning 
from an adventure or readying to leave upon one?

This purchase includes both a color and black and white version of the image. Both 
are in TIF format (with transparency) at 300 dpi. Dimensions are 5 x 6.5 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

.Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Eric Lofgren Presents: deva vs. Tiefling

Stock #: MIS9376

This stock art image by Eric Lofgren depicts a sturdy and 
determined Deva vs. Tiefling magic wielder ready to unleash 
its mystic might. Why are these two beings fighting -- is it a 
simple matter of the Holy vs. the Unholy? And what sort of 
site stands as their battleground?

This color purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, 
both at 300 dpi. Dimensions are 8 x 5.25 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

http://www.rpgnow.com/product/215688?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/215685?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/215690?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/215685?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/215688?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/215690?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
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Misfit Marketing Methods ep. 1 
 -- Intro to Marketing 

Stock #: MIS9377

In his Facebook Live series, Misfit Marketing Methods, Steven Trustrum explores 
marketing techniques, including the methods, strategies, tactics, and tools of content 
marketing. Although generally applicable to any business, he does so with a focus on 
the context and perspective of small press and gaming publishers.

The series is intended to provide a starting point and on-going assistance to creative 
people and entrepreneurs who may be putting out quality product but don’t have the 
experience or education to reach their marketing potential without some help.

In Episode 1, Intro to Marketing, Steven gets the conversation rolling by talking a 
little bit about a broad range of subjects.

•     A detailed discussion of the three founding components of any marketing effort

•     Using footers to cross-promote (with a spotlight on RPGNow / Drivethru)

•     A word or two on blogging

•     Search Engine Optimization (SEO) basics

•     Why keyword research is vital

•     The dangers of marketing hyperbole and promises

•     ... and more

Steven Trustrum is a self-taught marketing professional. He spent over a decade working in the market 
research sector in various roles, has been a marketing writer, and currently works as the content manager for 
a major Canadian not-for-profit.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF) 

Click on the above advertisement to go directly to our print storefront

http://www.lulu.com/spotlight/misfitstudios
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/215990?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/215990?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
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Monster Brief: Golems

Stock #: MIS7059

Create some trouble in your Savage Worlds game by throwing some troublesome cre-
ations of wizardry and the like with Monster Brief: Golems. In this product you will find:

• The crystal golem protect the deep caverns of dark elven territory and similar do-
mains of magic-rich, subterranean civilizations

• The horde golem is the ultimate treasure guardian -- because it looks like the wealth 
it protects

• The siege golem is a slow, ponderous monstrosity designed to blow apart fortified 
walls with the imposing arsenal mounted upon its back

• The stone guardian golem is often all that remains walking the empty streets of 
deserted and forgotten dwarf cities as it carries out its final orders and protects a 
people that are long gone

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Earl Geier Presents: Fanged Fish

Stock #: MIS9378

This stock art piece from Earl Geier depicts a Fanged Fish rapidly slicing through 
the water. Is it speeding towards prey? Are those long fangs able to suck blood like 
some sort of fish vampire or are they simply for tearing flesh?

The image is 3.25 x 8” in dimension.

This purchase includes a JPG and a TIFF version at 300 dpi, along with an EPS vec-
tor version.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Christina Stiles Presents: Feisty Rogue 
by Jacob Blackmon

Stock #: MIS9379

This image by Jacob Blackmon is released under the Christina Stiles Presents line 
of stock art. It depicts a Feisty Rogue, sword drawn and crossbow loaded and at the 
ready, waiting to meet some manner of challenge. Is he a vigilante of sorts or is he a 
thief about to be caught by the authorities?

This purchase includes both a color and black and white version of the image. 
Both are in TIF format (with transparency) at 300 dpi. Dimensions are 5 x6.57 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

.Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

http://www.rpgnow.com/product/216292?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/216033?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/216070?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/216033?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/216070?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/216292?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
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Eric Lofgren Presents: Big Sword

Stock #: MIS9380

This stock art image by Eric Lofgren depicts a stoic warrior wielding 
a Big Sword that clearly has some manner of enchantment on it. Is the 
sword newly discovered and he is studying it? Is it his blade and he has 
pulled it forth in preparation for battle?

This color purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 
dpi. Dimensions are 6 x 4.65 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Earl Geier Presents: Big Mouthed Imp

Stock #: MIS9381

This stock art piece from Earl Geier depicts a Big Mouthed Imp grinning with mali-
cious glee. Just what is this devilish creature up to?

The image is 8.5 x 6.3” in dimension.

This purchase includes a JPG and a TIFF version at 300 dpi, along with an EPS vec-
tor version.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF) 

Places of Peril & Plunder: Goblin Outpost 

Stock #: MIS7060

Need a quick encounter for your Savage Worlds fantasy game? Places of Peril 
& Plunder is the answer you are looking for. Each presents a quick adventure to be 
played in one or two sessions, and uses the Combat Rating system to be easily adapted 
to any Rank.

In Places of Peril & Plunder: Goblin Outpost, the heroes find their way to a subterra-
nean compound located in a cliff face. From this site, goblin raiders have been sallying 
forth to wreak destruction on the surrounding countryside? Why? And what will the 
heroes do about it?

Contained within are a number of suggestions on why the goblins are there and 
how the heroes can get involved. Play this adventure as a brief sidestep away from 
your normal campaign’s pace or use the optional Gateways to Peril within as a starting 
point for a new story.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF) 

http://www.rpgnow.com/product/216499?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/216814?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/216876?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/216499?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/216814?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/216876?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
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Christina Stiles Presents: Bold Courtier 
by Jacob Blackmon

Stock #: MIS9382

This image by Jacob Blackmon is released under the Christina Stiles Presents line 
of stock art. It depicts a beguiling, Bold Courtier with her back turned as she casts a 
wary (or challenging?) glance back over her shoulder. Is she warning someone off or 
merely playing the game of politics?

This purchase includes both a color and black and white version of the image. 
Both are in TIF format (with transparency) at 300 dpi. Dimensions are 5 x 6.5 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

.Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Eric Lofgren Presents: Demon General

Stock #: MIS9383

This stock art image by Eric Lofgren presents an imposing Demon General with 
a rather nasty looking sword and an equally deadly shield he has turned into a 
weapon. Just who does this demon serve and who is his master at war with?

This color purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. Dimen-
sions are 4 x 6 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF) 

Earl Geier Presents: Big Sword

Stock #: MIS9384

This stock art piece from Earl Geier depicts a Monster Soldier from the head up. 
Clearly inhuman and wearing a menacing helm, who does this monster work for?

The image is 6 x 6.5” in dimension.

This purchase includes a JPG and a TIFF version at 300 dpi, along with an EPS 
vector version.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

http://www.rpgnow.com/product/216923?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/217103?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/217109?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/216923?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/217103?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/217109?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
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Monster Brief: Elementals

Stock #: MIS7061

Create some trouble in your Savage Worlds game by including some encounters 
with new creatures of raw universal force and energy in Monster Brief: Elementals. In 
this product you will find:

• The bog golem is a squishy, stinky border elemental that will smother you with 
its attention

• The ice elemental is a frosty border elemental that will give you a bit of the cold 
shoulder as it skates its way to engage you

• The necromental is made of elemental death energy, so it shouldn’t surprise you 
that it wants to snuff out all life it senses

• The woodland elemental draws additional strength from the forest, so be wary 
of facing it on its home turf

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Promotions

We’ve been on a Savage Worlds kick of late, so we’re offering our  Headquarters 
Construction Guide, Savage Worlds Edition sourcebook for 50% off. Buy It Now.

Alternate Newsletter Access

Visit the Freebies section of our website to access previous newsletter PDFs.

Keep current with what's going on by visiting the Misfit Studios homepage.

http://www.rpgnow.com/product/217472?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/browse.php?discount=97d21bcfa4&affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/217472?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/browse.php?discount=97d21bcfa4&affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/browse.php?discount=97d21bcfa4&affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/browse.php?discount=97d21bcfa4&affiliate_id=34429&src=August2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads-freebies/
http://www.misfit-studios.com

